Major depressive disorder (MDD) is characterized by a biased emotion perception. In the auditory domain, MDD patients have been shown to exhibit attenuated processing of positive emotions expressed by speech melody (prosody). So far, no neuroimaging studies examining the neural basis of altered processing of emotional prosody in MDD are available. In this study, we addressed this issue by examining the emotion bias in MDD during evaluation of happy, neutral, and angry prosodic stimuli on a five-point Likert scale during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). As expected, MDD patients rated happy prosody less intense than healthy controls (HC). At neural level, stronger activation in the middle superior temporal gyrus (STG) and the amygdala was found in all participants when processing emotional as compared to neutral prosody. MDD patients exhibited an increased activation of the amygdala during processing prosody irrespective of valence while no significant differences between groups were found for the STG, indicating that altered processing of prosodic emotions in MDD occurs rather within the amygdala than in auditory areas. Concurring with the valence-specific behavioral effect of attenuated evaluation of positive prosodic stimuli, activation within the left amygdala of MDD patients correlated with ratings of happy, but not neutral or angry prosody. Our study provides first insights in the neural basis of reduced experience of positive information and an abnormally increased amygdala activity during prosody processing.
negative bias of MDD patients for ambiguous stimuli (Kan, Mimura, Kamijima, & Kawamura, 2004) and reduced perception of positive prosody (Liu, Wang, Zhao, Ning, & Chan, 2012; Schlipf et al., 2013) . Neuroimaging studies in healthy subjects demonstrated that the middle part of the right superior temporal gyrus (STG; Ethofer et al., 2006b Ethofer et al., ,2007 Ethofer et al., ,2009a Ethofer, Van De Ville, Scherer, & Vuilleumier, 2009b; Grandjean et al., 2005; Wiethoff et al., 2008) as well as the amygdala (Fecteau, Belin, Joanette, & Armony, 2007; Fr€ uhholz et al., 2011; Liebenthal, Silbersweig, & Stern, 2016; Wiethoff, Wildgruber, Grodd, & Ethofer, 2009) show enhanced reactivity to emotional prosody and thus represent key areas within the network involved in affective sound processing (Fr€ uhholz, Trost, & Kotz, 2016) .
To our knowledge, no neuroimaging studies investigating the explicit processing of emotional prosody in MDD are available. However, previous studies on bipolar disorder (Mitchell, Elliott, Barry, Cruttenden, & Woodruff, 2004) and alexithymia (Goerlich-Dobre et al., 2013 ) demonstrated blunted activations in the mSTG and amygdala as neural correlates for compromised prosody processing. In this study, we investigated the neural correlates of impaired emotional prosody processing in MDD using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Based on a previous behavioral study (Schlipf et al., 2013) evaluating the employed stimulus material, we expected to find a less intense experience of positive prosody in MDD patients compared to HC. At neural level, we tested the hypothesis that this biased emotion perception in MDD patients concurs with aberrant activity of core prosody processing regions, such as the STG and/or the amygdala.
| M E TH O DS

| Participants
Thirty MDD patients (16 women, mean age 6 standard deviation (SD) 29.9 6 8.9 years) and 30 HC (14 women, mean age 6 SD 26.8 6 4.3 years) participated in the study. All participants were native German speakers and right-handed, as determined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . MDD patients without psychotic symptoms or comorbid personality disorders (assessed with the SCID-II interview (First, Gibbon, Spitzer, & Benjamin, 1997) ) were recruited via the University Hospital for Psychiatry and Psychotherapy Tuebingen, as well as public announcements. The diagnosis of MDD was established by trained psychologists, using the structural clinical interview (SCID-I; First et al., 1997 ) and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HRSD; Hamilton, 1960) and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck, Guth, Steer, & Ball, 1997) . In addition, anhedonia was measured using the Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Scale (SHAPS; Snaith et al., 1995) .
Verbal intelligence and executive functioning were assessed using the Mehrfachwortschatztest, (MWT-B, Multiple-Choice Vocabulary Intelligence Test; Lehrl, 1977) and Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST; Heaton, 1993), respectively. The study conformed to the code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) and the study protocol was approved by the local ethics committee (Ethics committee of the medical faculty of the Eberhard-Karls-University Tuebingen). All participants gave written informed consent to the study.
All MDD patients were treated with antidepressant medication in mono-or combination therapy, including selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, selective serotonin-noradrenalin reuptake inhibitors, mirtazapine, quetiapine, tricyclic antidepressants, bupropion, lithium, and moclobemid. None of the patients received benzodiazepines. Sociodemographic and clinical data are presented in Table 1 . As expected, MDD patients showed higher depression scores on the BDI (p < .001), the HRSD (p < .001), and the SHAPS (p < .001) than HC. No other significant differences were found. Accordingly, the two groups were discriminated by their psychopathology, but not their verbal intelligence and executive functions, which is relevant for task accomplishment and the comparison of task outcome.
| Stimulus material and experimental design
Voice recordings of 27 positive, 27 neutral and 27 negative German words were used as stimuli. The recorded adjectives were selected from a pool of 500 words based on valence ratings obtained from 45 healthy German native speakers (Herbert, Kissler, Jungh€ ofer, Peyk, & Rockstroh, 2006) . The stimuli were spoken by three female and three male professional actors with happy, neutral, or angry intonation (3 prosodic categories 3 27 words 5 81 stimuli) and subsequently normalized to the same peak volume. The mean durations 6 standard deviation were 709 6 237 ms for happy stimuli, 699 6 223 ms for neutral stimuli, and 803 6 350 ms for angry stimuli with no significant differences between categories (all p > .05). Independent ratings for classification of the acoustic stimuli were obtained, validated and replicated in former studies (for a detailed description, see (Ethofer et al., 2006a; Ethofer et al., 2006b , Schlipf et al., 2013 ). The experiment consisted of two blocks, in which participants were asked to judge the emotional valence of the prosody of presented words on a visually presented 5- point Likert scale (Bradley & Lang, 1994) ranging from 22 (strongly negative), 2 (slightly negative), 0 (neutral), 1 (slightly positive), to 11 (strongly positive). 
| Neuroimaging data acquisition
High-resolution structural T1-weighted images ( 
| Analysis of behavioral data
A two-factorial ANOVA for repeated measures with valence (positive, neutral, negative) as within-and group (MDD, HC) as between-subjects factor was conducted. All resulting P values were corrected for heterogeneous correlations (Geisser & Greenhouse, 1958) . Valence ratings of positive, neutral, and negative stimuli were additionally compared separately between MDD patients and HC using two-sample t tests corrected for unequal variances using SPSS (SPSS, 2012) to assess the specific hypothesis tested in this study (i.e., less intense ratings of positive prosody in MDD than in HC).
| Analysis of fMRI data
Images were analyzed with statistical parametric mapping software (SPM12, Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, UCL, London, UK).
Preprocessing comprised slice time correction, realignment, unwarping to correct for field distortions and to remove residual movement- Gaussian filter (6 mm full-width at half-maximum). The first five EPI images of each session were discarded from analysis to exclude measurements preceding T1 equilibrium. Statistical analysis relied on a general linear model. For the two sessions on explicit prosody judgments, separate regressors were defined for each condition (positive, neutral, and negative prosody) using a stick-function convolved with the hemodynamic response function (HRF). Events were time-locked to onset of stimulus presentation. For the voice localizer session, the categories of the voice localizer (HV, AS, and ES) were modeled using a box-car function to the block duration convolved with the HRF. To correct for lowfrequency components, a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/ 128 Hz was used.
Data from the individual first-level general linear models (GLMs)
were employed to create contrast images and subsequently submitted to a second-level random effects analysis. For the main experiment, we contrasted emotional (positive and negative) versus neutral prosody. (emotional > neutral prosody). All resulting P values were corrected for heterogeneous correlations (Geisser & Greenhouse, 1958 (Figure 1 ).
| Functional magnetic resonance imaging data
As predicted, trials with emotional prosody yielded stronger activations in bilateral superior/middle temporal cortices (STG/MTG) and amygdala (see Table 2 and activations in red/yellow in Figure 2a 
| Correlations of neural activity and judgement of valence
| D ISC USSION
This is the first study that examined the explicit evaluation of emotions expressed by prosody in MDD on a behavioral and a neural level. Happy prosody was rated less positive by depressed patients than healthy volunteers. Thus, a reduced attribution of positive emotional information was found in MDD patients. During evaluation of neutral or negative prosody no significant differences between depressed patients and HC were found. This is in line with our expectation and in support of the hypothesis of an attenuated perception of pleasant stimuli in depressed patients (Clark & Watson, 1991) . Moreover, we were able to replicate former research findings of a diminished experience of positive input in MDD (Duque & V� azquez, 2015; Schlipf et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2009 ).
| Neural correlates of processing emotional prosody in MDD
Our neural findings revealed a stronger activation to emotional than neutral prosody in the STG/MTG and the amygdala in both MDD patients and HC. Thus, these results are in line with previous neuroimaging studies (Ethofer et al., 2006b (Ethofer et al., ,2007 (Ethofer et al., ,2009a Fecteau et al., 2007; Fr€ uhholz et al., 2011; Grandjean et al., 2005; Liebenthal et al., 2016; Wiethoff et al., 2008 Wiethoff et al., , 2009 Young et al., 2015) . Interestingly, we observed a generally increased activation of the amygdala of MDD patients which occurred irrespective of valence. Thus, our results reported here for acoustic stimuli differ markedly from previous neuroimaging studies conducted in the visual domain which reported valence-specific activations of the amygdala (Canli et al., 2004; Grotegerd et al., 2014; Hall et al., 2014; Sass et al., 2014; Stuhrmann et al., 2011; Surguladze et al., 2004; Suslow et al., 2010; Victor et al., 2010; Young et al., 2015) suggesting a modality dependence of activations within the amygdala of depressed patients.
| Comparison with published studies on processing emotional prosody in psychiatric disorders
So far, there are only two studies available that examined the neural basis processing of emotional prosody in psychiatric patients including bipolar disorder (Mitchell et al., 2004) the current affective state of the included patients (i.e., manic, depressed, or remitted) which was critically discussed by the authors.
Future studies enabling a direct comparison of activation to emotional prosody in patients with unipolar and bipolar depression are needed to clarify this question.
In addition, there is one study that examined processing of emotions in MDD in a multimodal setting including emotional information via story content, prosody, and facial expressions (Regenbogen et al., 2015) . The design of this study is very different from this study as the subjects of this study were not instructed to focus on the emotion expressed by prosody, but to conduct empathy ratings based on the combined information of the three channels. The approach used by
Regenbogen et al. to isolate channel-specific effects due to emotional prosody by subtracting activations to "trimodal" emotions (i.e., emotions expressed in all three channels) from activations to "bimodal" activations (i.e., emotions expressed in face and story content, but not prosody) did not reveal any differential activation or group differences.
The more complex design of this study and the dependence of the employed subtraction method on the assumption of "pure insertion"
(i.e., an extra process can be inserted purely without interacting with existing processes or eliciting new processes (Friston & Price, 2011) , as well as the smaller sample size might explain why no significant result was observed.
| Potential explanations regarding increased amygdalar activity in MDD during prosody processing
Interestingly, an enhanced activation in the left amygdala of depressed patients was found to be associated with a more positive judgment of happy prosody. This finding indicates that less intense perception of positive stimuli is not due to hyperactivation of the left amygdala. It rather suggests that the observed hyperactivation might reflect a compensating mechanism in depressed patients enabling a more accurate evaluation of positive stimuli, possibly by inhibition of the emotion bias in MDD. The corresponding correlation in the right amygdala failed to reach significance. However, as the statistical comparison of the two correlation coefficients was also not significant, we cannot make strong inferences that the observed correlation between activation in the amygdala and judgement of positive prosody occurs exclusively in the left, but not the right amygdala. While our employed study design relied on perception and judgement of emotions it should be noted that amygdalar activation has been previously linked to emotion regulation and MDD patients exhibit difficulties with emotion regulation (Kring & Bachorowski, 1999) . According to Gross and John (2003) , two major emotion regulation strategies exist: cognitive reappraisal and cognitive suppression of emotions. Reappraisal can diminish negative and enhance positive emotions and is associated with healthier patterns of affect, social functioning, and well-being than cognitive suppression. Suppression leads to a reduction in emotion expression but not actual experience, therefore internal experience of emotions continually increases. This requires repeated efforts to manage emotional responses, which is challenging individual resources. Cognitive suppression was found to be associated with depressive symptoms (Cutuli, 2014; Joormann & Gotlib, 2010) . Studies have shown effective downregulation using reappraisal to reduce amygdala activation when confronted with emotional stimuli (Ochsner & Gross, 2005) . Moreover, it was shown that amygdala activation increased when applying cognitive suppression instead (Goldin, McRae, Ramel, & Gross, 2008; Phan et al., 2005) . The hyperactivation of the amygdala during prosody processing found in this study could therefore be due to maladaptive emotion regulation strategies applied by depressed patients. This hypothesis should be further elaborated in future studies using a study design that explicitly requires the participants to employ different emotion regulation strategies during prosody perception.
| Limitations
In this study, we decided to use real words as stimuli which varied with respect to the expressed emotional content. This was done to create a study design which is close to real life situations. Although we carefully balanced the three prosodic categories with respect to the expressed semantic emotional information and we instructed the study participants to judge exclusively the emotional information expressed by prosody, it is possible that the emotional information expressed at semantic level interacted with prosody. Given previous results, however, arguing for a strong dominance of nonverbal signals expressed by prosody over verbal signals expressed by semantics (Jacob et al., 2013a (Jacob et al., , 2013b , we are confident that such interactions are of minor importance. A second limitation of this study is drug intake in MDD patients. We did not include patients taking benzodiazepines. However, the patients included were receiving antidepressant medication, which potentially influenced the results obtained on a behavioral and neural level. Depressed patients usually have been prescribed antidepressant medication by their psychiatrists before being referred to the psychiatric clinic. Discontinuation of their medication including a wash-out phase would have put the patients at risk including suicidality without providing any advantages for the individual patient which was the reason why we decided against such a procedure.
| CON CL USI ON
Here, we illustrate an attribution bias in MDD patients for positive prosody. We provide additional evidence for the specific neural network involved in emotional prosody processing including bilateral MTG/STG and amygdala in depressed patients and healthy volunteers.
Furthermore, we show a general enhanced activation of the bilateral amygdala during prosody processing, possibly related to maladaptive emotion regulation strategies in MDD. Increased neural activation in the left amygdala, however, is associated with a less pronounced negative attribution bias during perception of positive nonverbal vocal cues in patients with depression. Therefore, enhanced amygdalar activation might be a depression-specific marker that can be interpreted as a compensation mechanism for the emotion bias observed in depressed patients, to facilitate accurate emotion perception. Impaired perception of positive emotions is a hallmark in depression that further manifests the symptomatology and thus hinders recovery. Evaluation of emotional signals in the voice is of particular importance and accurate processing of affective sounds can be highly relevant, i.e. in the context of psychotherapy. Our findings add to a better understanding of major depressive disorder and the complexity of the underlying neurobiological foundations of the maladaptive symptomatic behavior observed.
